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if you are a seasoned user of kicad you are probably
familiar with the wireframe window. this window shows

the position of your layout in the world. this window
helps to understand the grid, which is you have created,

in which you want to create your routing. it helps to
calculate maximum and minimum coordinates. if you are
laying out by hand the window can show you how much
you need to move to every grid position.the wireframe
window is also visible in the other tabs. you can choose

between various layouts and draw your own as well.
printingseveral options for printing are available. you can

choose between the selection of your layout with the
steps per sheet, directly print your silver frame or only
the layout itself. the tile options help you to print the
whole layout more quickly. and to save your printed

layout in various formats. routingthe routing is a complex
task. you have to think about the routing with
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components for the size and the stacking. you have to
draw your tracks with the correct width and the correct

length for the desired height. and you have to avoid
collisions with all surrounding tracks. the tactile screen (t-
pad) makes it possible to use the program like a normal

software, while editing the footprint. for your
convenience the software has two modes:- touch mode -
the screen area is editable by touching the screen (like in
smartphones).- drag mode - the screen area is dragable

like you drag your finger on a piece of paper.when in
touch-mode the pcb-board area is editable and you can

drag the whole board. when drag mode is active you can
only drag the pcb-board area.the touch-screen can be

disabled in the option-menu.
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import and exportto import and export structures into
pcad you need to activate the option "import structures"

from the menu. the option "export structures" is also
available from the menu. the export/import support also

covers the option to "export pcb-patterns" from pcb-
editor. the export/import of the "alignment" is not

available in pcb-editor and is also not available in the
software. overall, the only issue i had with pcb-editor was

that when i was making the second version of the
firmware for the gts 30, every time i made a change to
the schematics, i had to either build the project in pcb-

editor or re-export the parts from pcb-editor to the
firmware project. this greatly slowed the progress of my
gts 30 build. when importing a file in the new version of
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pcb-editor, pcb-editor warns me that the pcb-pattern will
be overwritten by another file, so i tell it not to do that.

after that i am able to import a pcb-file. the combination
of flexibility and functionality results in an ergonomic but
also very intuitive design. all elements with their specific
properties are grouped by their function, so you always

have the suitable element in your hand. at any time
youre able to choose between the confirmation dialog,

the function execution or the properties-panel by
pressing the menu button. team sportsteam sports is a
complete and integrated sports training concept that

encourages building your own team in conjunction with
the training concept. from beginners to professionals,

you need a personal coach that knows your sport, your
motivations and requirements. with team sports you get
a personal coach that will help you reach your goals as
fast as possible and with an optimal training strategy.
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